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Abstract
Korean National Science and Technology Information Service (NTIS) provide a service of searching national R&D projects
and their participating researcher information. It also provides a service of recommending and selecting evaluation
committees for the R&D projects. Such R&D data and information are collected from 17 Korean government ministries and
agencies and integrated into NTIS. Therefore, the duplicates of the R&D data and researcher information can be inserted
because the titles of a researcher’s R&D accomplishment data can be differently inserted from the different organizations.
Furthermore, the names of researchers and other related objects such as organizations and journals can also be inserted
vairously as the names have various aliases in general. In this research, we present an ontology-based data integration
and refinement system for integrating such researcher information and their R&D accomplishment data, which would
be useful for the recommendation and selection services. Also, we also used Jaro-Winkler distance algorithm to find and
eliminate the duplicated accomplishment data. Furthermore, incorrectly entered data are also corrected from the duplicate
elimination process with the information obtained from some authoritative science libraries.
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1. Introduction

The most of data integration systems has a purpose of
aggregating and analyzing the data as in the business
intelligence area1–4. However, such approaches using a
star schema integrate data by simply aggregating data.
On the appearance of Semantic Web technologies such
as RDF5, RDFS6 and Web Ontology Language (OWL)7,
data can be integrated in more semantic ways. The
Semantic Web technologies represent data as knowledge
with a machine-readable format and a standardized
representation framework. Thus, the data integration and
management would be performed in a more automatic
way with the semantics of data8–13.
In this research, we dealt with problems of the
entity identification and the data refinement through
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the ontology-based data integration and an automatic
text comparison algorithm. The National Science and
Technology Information Service (NTIS)14 has goals
to build a more complete, robust and trustworthy
information database for researchers. That is because many
of government ministries and agencies and industrial
organizations use NTIS information for selecting
evaluation committees and verifying participating
researchers for their R&D projects.
In this paper, we present an overall architecture of
the ontology-guided data integration and refinement
system along with a method of integrating, refining and
verifying the researcher information using ontology and
authoritative science libraries. For a pre-refinement,
we used Jaro-Winkler distance algorithm15–18 to
find and eliminate the duplicates of the researchers’
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accomplishment data. With the information obtained
from the authoritative science libraries, we also correct
the wrong data.

2. Data Integration and PreRefinement
To provide a committee selection service for the
evaluation of the national R&D projects, the demographic
information of the evaluation committee candidates
such as their affiliations and their R&D accomplishment
data should be managed and maintained as up to date.
Figure 1 represents the overall system architecture of the
ontology-based data integration and refinement system.
At first, the researchers’ demographic data and their R&D
project data along with their accomplishment data are
collected from 17 Korean government ministries and
agencies. The collected data are integrated and refined via
using a duplicate-finding algorithm using Jaro-Winkler
distance algorithm. The bibliographies provided external

authoritative science libraries are also used to standardize
and correct the data. Lastly, the integrated and refined
R&D data for each researcher is stored and maintained by
the Researcher Information DB.

2.1 Data Collection and Integration

The most of Korean government ministries and agencies
have their own R&D project management systems,
and the researchers are required to submit their R&D
accomplishment to apply for performing and participating
in an R&D project. Furthermore, the participating
researchers are required to submit the results of the
R&D projects after they completed the project works.
The researchers’ R&D accomplishment data and the
outputs of the current R&D project data are collected
to the Researcher Information DB and R&D Project DB
respectively via the NTIS information link framework.
The information link fraemwrok provides APIs for
extracting, transforming and loading the researchers’
information and R&D data.

Figure 1. Overall system architecture.
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The collected researcher information is stored in
the Researcher Information DB and the information is
integrated and refined with a process consisting of three
statuses: 1. A status of register that indicates the data is
collected and registered in the Researcher Information
DB. 2. A status of verified that indicates the data is
verified with the authoritative science libraries such as
NDSL (National Digital Science Library)19 and KSCI
(Korea Science Citation Index)20. 3. A status of integrated
that the data is integrated and merged with the R&D
project data. 4. A status of refined that the data is prerefined using Jaro-Winkler distance algorithm described
in the next section. Figure 2 shows an example of table
schema for managing the integration and refinement
process for research papers. THR_PAPER Table contains
the integrated and merged data along with its related
researcher demographic information in THR_BASE
table and its registration information in IM_REG_NO.
Remaining CL_ Tables are interim tables to refine the

integrated paper data using Jaro-Winkler distance
algorithm. Such table schema is similarly created for each
R&D data such as research projects, patents, and reports.

2.2 Pre-Refinement using Jaro-Winkler
Distance

The researcher accomplishment data such as their
published research papers and patents is often not correct
and duplicated since a research paper or a patent is
inserted as different researchers as they co-authored it,
and the data is collected from 17 government ministries
and agencies.
Figure 3 shows a duplicated accomplishment-data
detection algorithm using Jaro-Winkler distance. It
basically checks the duplicates on a researcher because
a researcher’s accomplishments data is collected various
sources, and the accomplishment data is not exactly
identical for the entire attributes of the data. Such data

Figure 2. An example of table schema for research papers.
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is treated as a different data at the initial collection
process since the data is regarded as identical if they
have exact values on the entire attributes such as title,
journal, year, etc. In addition, the titles are sometimes a
bit different because of some mistakes and errors on the
data insertion. Therefore, we examine every possible pair
of the accomplishment data inserted for a researcher,
and extends the creation of the possible pair with the
researcher’s colleagues who wrote the accomplishment
data together. The possible pair can be found by checking
the co-author set. In the algorithm, the visited researchers
are removed from the Un-Scanned Researcher Set thereby
preventing re-scanning of the accomplishment data of the
previously visited researchers.
This scanning algorithm prevents us to scan every pair
of the accomplishment data by using a naive exhaustive

comparison, which compare every accomplishment
data with every other accomplishment data and it
would require processing O(n2) in the number of the
accomplishment data that is more than 3 million. Such
scanning policy is applied because of the assumption that
the duplicates can occur only in the cases: 1. A researcher’s
accomplishment data can be differently inserted from
the various sources. 2. An accomplishment data can be
differently inserted by its co-authors. The Jaro-Winkler
distance measure is calculated for the every possible pair
of the accomplishment as in Equation 1, and the pairs
having the distance value higher than a threshold is added
to a candidate duplicates set. The candidate duplicates set
is manually checked and replaced with an identical data
obtained from the authoritative sources such as NDSL
and KSCI.

Figure 3. Duplicated accomplishment-data detection algorithm using Jaro-Winkler
distance.
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Where s1 and s2 are the comparing strings with lengths
|s1| and |s2|, respectively. Nc is the number of matching
common characters between the two strings and Nt
is the number of transpositions, which is the number
of transpositions of the common characters to make
the order of the common strings identical for the two
strings15,16.
Figure 4 shows a partial result of duplicated paper
detection process performed using Jaro-Winkler distance.
The distance column represents the Jaro-Winkler distance
measure, and an accomplishment data is identified

distance measure is higher than 0.90. The table also shows
how the scanning are performed among the researchers
and their colleagues.

3. Ontology-based Data
Integration
In this research, we used ontology to integrate the
researchers’ R&D data collected from the number of
heterogeneous sources. After we pre-processed the
information by eliminating the duplicated data and
substituting the data with the authoritative data, we

Figure 4. Examples of duplicated-paper detections using Jaro-Winkler distance.

with its author as a researcher_id and the researcher’s
accomplishment sequence number as seq. The table
shows the values of the distance of the research paper
pairs identified by researcherID_seq# and researcherID_
seq# for the titles strings. The titles are pre-processed
before the distance measure is calculated as follows: 1.
Capitalization, 2. Space Normalization, and 3. Symbol
Elimination. The value 1 means the titles are exactly
identical, and we found that the value higher than 0.95 is
mostly identical. We used 0.90 as a threshold because it is
worth to look up the pairs for the duplicates check if the
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identify and create the objects such as researcher
objects, researcher’s organization objects, researcher’s
accomplishment objects, journal objects, etc. An ontology
model is created with the identified objects and their
relationships as described in the following subsections.

3.1 Ontology Model for Researcher’s R&D
Accomplishment

Figure 5 shows the ontology model for representing
the researcher information and the researcher’s R&D
accomplishments such as national R&D projects, research
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papers, patents, and research reports. The model represents
researchers’ human & resource information by specifying
researchers’ demographic information and organization
information that the researchers are currently affiliated.
The R&D accomplishment-data objects excepting the
R&D-project objects are connected as outputs of the
R&D-project objects since the researchers insert their
produced R&D data as their accomplishment on the
national R&D projects.
This ontology model guides the data integration, and
the data can be refined with such ontological knowledge if
a collected data has wrong and un-matching information.

verify and refine the researcher information and the R&D
data. Using such authoritative information enables us to
automatically refine such error-prone data entered by
researchers themselves and produced by the insufficient
automatic author and organization identification. The
automatic author and organization identification cannot
be perfect since there are many researchers having same
names and the names of humans and organizations have
many aliases. Also, such information is recorded as in
multiple languages. The object identification problems
can be alleviated using such authoritative data sources.

Figure 5. Ontology Model for Researcher’s R&D Accomplishment.

To perform such refinement, we used the RDF triple
format and SPARQL (SPARQL Query Language for
RDF)21. The un-matching data can be found through some
SPARQL query patterns and eventually refined by admin
for managing the researcher information as describe in
the next section.
We also used the bibliographies obtained from the
authoritative science libraries such as NDSL and KSCI to
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3.2 Object Comparison and Merge

The pre-refinement of the accomplishment data with the
Jaro-Winkler distance algorithm using the title strings
described in Section 2.2 eliminates the duplicates in a
researcher’s accomplishment and substitutes the titles
with the authoritative data. However, other data such as
researchers, organizations and journals is still ambiguous
and duplicated as the names of such data is too vague in
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general. As we created the data as the objects along with
the ontology schema, the ontological object structure
and relationships can be useful for identifying the objects
thereby being able to eliminate the duplicate objects.
At first, a SPARQL query is posed to find the related
objects such as researchers, organizations and journals
with the identical accomplishment data. If a different set
of objects having the identical accomplishment data is
found, we perform a merge process for the objects and
their relationships by using the authoritative data. The
merge process will remove the duplicate objects having
alias names by changing the names using the authoritative
data.

4. Conclusion
In this research, we presented an ontology-based
information integration and refinement system for
researcher information and their R&D project data along
with their accomplishment data. The collected and refined
information would be useful as the basis information for
recommending and selecting the evaluation committees
for evaluating the national R&D projects. We also
provided a duplicate data detection algorithm using JaroWinkler distance for processing the free text data.
For the future research, more sophisticated and
detailed methods for comparing ontological objects will
be elaborated with a combination of a free-text processing
approach and an ontology reasoning and inference
approach. Such approach would enable us to automatically
identify objects during the object comparison process.
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